CORRESPONDANCE AVEG TH. YOUNG.
passing through a small circular orifice, each point of which contributes equally N° LVI5. to furnish light to an object situated in the axis of the pencil. For, supposing the area of the orifice to be a;, the difference of the paths of the rays passing through its centre and its circumference will obviously vary as x, both these quantities being as the square of the diameter; we have also dr for the fluxion of the area depending on its annular increment, and belonging to the difference
in the paths expressed by -,#, d being the distance of the object and a constant
/ a   \ quantity; so that the fluxion of the intensity of the light will be cos f 0'*) dx (*^
supposing, the law of the undulations to be that of the cycloidaipendulum, which
is the simplest possible; consequently the intensity for an orifice, of which
the area is any finite quantity x, will be c sin A a which will vanish when - x
becomes equal to the breadth of a complete undulation; a result equivalent
to the apparent inversion of the undulation by oblique reflection, which
1 observed, but confessed myself kunable to explain. »	•
Believe me, my dear Sir,
Ever most truly yours,
thomas YOUNG.
N° LVH A.  FRESNEL  AH  D" YOUNG(a).
Paris, Ic 19 seplembre 1819.
Monsieur,
J'ai I'honneur de vous a dresser deux exemplaires cle mem Me* moire sur la diffraction, tel qu'il vient d'etre iinprime" dans ies Annales de-cMmie el de physique. II ne pouvait pas y etre insure" en totalite* a cause de son 6tendue; mais la partie supprime"e, ne contenant guere que des objections centre le systeme Newtonien, vous aurait pr^sent^ peu d'in-
(*' crNote tlie correction of this in like next letter (16), p. .891, as well as Dr. Young's rrreply, n° 17 n. — Note ly the Editor [peacock]. -— [Voir la lettre suivante, p. 760.]
^Miscellaneous WorJes, vol. I, p. 889.

